Sports and Exercise in the Era of Digital Transformation; The Rise of Online Training
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In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the rapid expansion of digital fitness platforms has revolutionized the way people engage in exercise. The popularity of online training has surged, encompassing live-streaming classes, on-demand videos, and personalized online coaching[1]. Furthermore, social fitness, facilitated by fitness apps connected to social media, has seen a marked increase among younger generations. These platforms enable users to share fitness goals, compete with friends, and receive support, enhancing motivation and sustaining engagement in exercise. This editorial aims to explore these developments in greater detail.

First, live-streaming fitness classes, utilizing platforms such as YouTube Live and Zoom, allow trainers to conduct real-time sessions where participants can actively engage[2]. This method offers a high level of immersion and immediate feedback, significantly boosting motivation[1].

Second, on-demand home training provides video content that users can conveniently access. Platforms like Peloton, All-blanc, and BODi offer a variety of exercise programs that users can follow regardless of time and location, leading to higher adherence rates.

Third, personalized online coaching programs like Future, Fitple, and Quat Health-On leverage big data and AI to provide tailored online coaching. These platforms offer customized exercise plans and feedback based on individual health conditions and fitness levels[3]. One-on-one consultations with trainers enhance the effectiveness of these programs[4].

Fourth, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies are integrated into fitness training to create highly immersive environments. Users can enjoy engaging workouts in virtual spaces, which significantly increase motivation[5]. Companies like Kopin, Tonal, and WearVR internationally, and Golfzon, KT, and LG U+ domestically, are actively developing these technologies. In the near future, virtual fitness studios and real-time posture correction apps using AR will become commonplace, incorporating game elements to make exercise more enjoyable and motivating.

Fifth, wearable devices such as smartphones, smartwatches, and fitness bands, in conjunction with apps like Samsung Health, Apple Fitness+, Strava, and Nike Run Club, allow users to track and analyze their workout data. Real-time monitoring and feedback enhance workout efficiency and goal achievement[6]. Apps like Nike Training Club and MyFitnessPal cater to modern, busy lifestyles by offering flexible and efficient exercise methods. The integration of wearable devices will soon extend to comprehensive healthcare services, continuously monitoring vital signs and health data to provide...
holistic solutions.

Finally, social fitness platforms enable users to share their fitness goals and achievements on social media, fostering communication and enjoyment in exercise. These platforms encourage motivation and support through community interactions and competitions. As these apps and platforms evolve, user interaction and community engagement will strengthen, with features like group workout challenges and online fitness events becoming more prominent.

The future of digital fitness and online training is poised to become more diverse, driven by technological advancements and changing user demands. AI and machine learning technologies will enable more sophisticated AI trainers that automatically correct exercise form, analyze individual physiological responses, and provide optimized workout plans and real-time feedback. In the medical realm, integration with telemedicine services will allow healthcare professionals to remotely monitor exercise data, offering personalized exercise prescriptions and rehabilitation services[7]. This will be particularly beneficial for managing chronic conditions and facilitating rehabilitation.

Furthermore, the emphasis on environmental sustainability will drive the development of eco-friendly exercise equipment and energy-generating fitness devices. These advancements will make digital fitness and online training more personalized and technologically advanced, enriching user experiences and enhancing health and well-being.

As the landscape of exercise and fitness continues to evolve with technological and lifestyle changes, it is essential for sports and fitness professionals, as well as researchers, to provide high-quality content and platforms. Ensuring the quality of programs through accurate feedback and evaluation mechanisms will be essential for maintaining standards and fostering continuous improvement in the field.
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